1.1. The concept of an absolutely continuous function of a single real variable plays a fundamental role in a variety of one-dimensional problems in geometry and analysis. Many efforts have been made to develop an equally useful concept of two-dimensional absolute continuity. The purpose of the present paper is to make a contribution to this field through a comprehensive study of a new type of absolute continuity for continuous transformations in the plane(1). In view of the number and variety of concepts and results, it seems advisable to present first a detailed outline of the theory, in order that the reader may more easily obtain a general idea of it. Thus this chapter contains statements of the fundamental definitions and of the more important theorems, as well as some remarks concerning the relationship of this theory to previous literature.
In order to avoid duplications, the rest of the paper consists essentially of concise proofs of the results stated in this chapter.
1.2. We commence with a few remarks concerning the very extensive relevant literature(2) (see Banach [l, 2] Two essentially different types of two-dimensional absolute continuity have thus far been considered in the literature in the study of such a transformation. The first type, due to Banach (see Banach [2] ), is a direct generalization of the concept of an absolutely continuous function x=x(u) of a single real variable (where the relation x=x (u) is interpreted as defining a continuous one-dimensional transformation). If £ is any set in the square 5 and if T(E) denotes the image of E in the xy plane, then define(3) *(£) = I T(E) I.
If there exists a finite constant M such that £ #(s.) < M for every finite sequence of nonoverlapping, closed, oriented(4) squares 5; in S, then T is of bounded variation in the sense of Banach. If, for every €>0 there exists an 77 = 77(e) >0 such that for every finite sequence of nonoverlapping, closed, oriented squares Si in 5 satisfying £ \ Si I < v, then T is absolutely continuous in the sense of Banach. For transformations T absolutely continuous in this sense, Banach (see Banach [2] ) and Schauder (see Schauder [l] ) developed a comprehensive and very beautiful theory which has since been completed in many respects by Rado (see Rado [5] ). While this theory is wholly satisfactory from the aesthetic point of view, it is a fact that the underlying concept of absolute continuity is too restrictive to permit extensive applications.
Indeed, many important classes of continuous transformations, which have been studied by various mathematicians (cf. §1.3) in recent years, do not possess the type of absolute continuity required by Banach.
1.3. In a majority of recent investigations in this field, the assumptions concerning T read as follows.
(i) The functions x{u, v), y (u, v) are both absolutely continuous in the sense of Tonelli(6).
(ii) Further assumptions, concerning x(u, v), y(u, v) jointly, which we do not have to state. We observe only that these assumptions vary considerably, both in character and in generality.
In contradistinction to the type of absolute continuity described in 1.2, the above condition (i) requires, so to speak, iterated linear absolute continuity (3) If e be any set, then | e\ will denote the exterior measure of e. (4) A rectangle R, or a square 5, is termed oriented when its sides are parallel to the respective coordinate axes. Only such squares and rectangles are considered in this paper.
(6) The function x(u, v), for example, is absolutely continuous in the sense of Tonelli if (i) x{u, v) is of bounded variation in the sense of Tonelli, and (ii) for almost every v = n, 0 :£ 77 g 1, the function x(u, tj) is absolutely continuous in u, and, for almost every * = Og£gl, the function #(£, v) is absolutely continuous in v. Denote by V(y) the total variation of x(u, as a function of u on Ogwgl;
denote by F(£) the total variation of *:(£, v) as a function of v on Ogügl.
Then x(u, v) is of bounded variation in the sense of Tonelli if F(ij) and F(£) are summable functions of t\ and £ respectively on the interval (0, 1).
[March of x(u, v) and y (u, v) separately. While results of great importance and generality have been derived from assumptions of this character, it is also a fact that for several of the most advanced results, it has been shown that the assumption (i) above either can be replaced by bounded variation in the sense of Tonelli(6), or can be discarded entirely (see Rado [3, 4j) .
1.4. The preceding remarks suggest that the concepts of absolute continuity described in §1.2 and §1.3 may not represent the ultimate in usefulness. The purpose of the present paper is to develop, for continuous transformations in the plane, a theory of absolute continuity which is, in the first place, as truly two-dimensional as the theory initiated by Banach, and which is, in the second place, sufficiently comprehensive to permit us to account for and to improve upon the major results obtained for classes of transformations of the character described in §1.3.
1.5. The basic idea in our theory is to replace, in the definition of absolute continuity due to Banach (cf. §1.2), the function of squares ^(s) = \ T(s) \ by a (generally) smaller function, making thereby the requirement of absolute continuity less restrictive, and hence the class of absolutely continuous transformations more comprehensive.
Intuitively speaking, we shall replace the measure of the image of the square s by the measure of the essential part of that image. This idea was derived by Rado from a study of the profound and involved work of Geöcze on the area of continuous surfaces (see Rado [l] for references). After the publication in 1928 of the first applications of this idea (see Rado [l] ), essentially the same idea was used in 1930 by Caccioppoli (see Caccioppoli [2] ) to develop a theory of absolutely continuous transformations in the plane; he applied his theory, in a series of subsequent papers, to a variety of fundamental problems involving double integrals. Since the work of Caccioppoli is based essentially upon the same original ideas and is pointed toward the same general objectives as our work, the following general remarks seem important.
1.6. The theory with which we are concerned is, fundamentally, a metric theory of topologically defined set functions. Such set functions are, as a rule, directly defined only for certain simple sets. A basic feature of the work of Caccioppoli is the additive extension of the range of definition of these set functions to the class of all Borel sets (at least). He infers the possibility of such extensions from one of his theorems which may be described as follows (see Caccioppoli [l] ).
Let there be given a function <f> defined for all open sets comprised, say, in a fixed rectangle R and satisfying the following conditions: tance from the boundary of O exceeds e, then lim &(Oe) =$(0) as e tends to zero, for every choice of OCR-According to Caccioppoli, it should then always be possible to extend the definition of <i> to all Borel sets in R in such a way that the extended function is completely additive on the class of all Borel sets in R.
1.7. Unfortunately, the preceding theorem is false, as the reader will easily verify by considering the following example: let 5 denote a fixed closed square in the interior of R; define <t>(0) = 1 if ODS, and $(0) =0 otherwise. Not only is this general extension theorem of Caccioppoli false, but it is also a fact that the particular set functions which he proposes to extend additively cannot generally be so extended. Since many of his basic definitions are stated in terms of (generally non-existing) additive extensions, we were unable, notwithstanding considerable effort, to understand the details of his theory. However, it would seem that the fundamental error pointed out above prevented Caccioppoli from recognizing essential difficulties in the situationdifficulties which delayed the completion of our own work for several years(7).
1.8. We now proceed to give a summary of the contents of this paper. Let 5 denote a bounded point set in the Mf-plane. A pair of (real-valued) functions x(u, v), y(u, v), bounded and continuous on S, determines a continuous transformation
The symbol £ will be used to mean "is an element of the set." For conciseness, we shall also use the complex notation z=x-\-iy, w = u-\-iv, and write T: z = t(w), wGS, where t{w) is then bounded and continuous on 5. We term T a bounded continuous transformation defined on S. If E is any set in the w-plane, then T(E) will denote the image of the set E ■ S under T in the z-plane. If E is any set in the z-plane, then T~l(E) will denote the set of all those points w£S whose image is in E; this set is termed the inverse of the set E under T.
1.9. If we are given a second bounded continuous transformation
and if E is any set in the w-plane, then we define fl.u.b. I t*{w) -t(w) I for w £ E S, if E S ^ 0,
This quantity p(7*, T; E) will be called the distance of T* and T on the set E.
p(J*, T; E) = || z for which N(z, T, E) = 4-°° will be denoted by ©( °o, T, E).
1.11. The symbol SR will be used to denote generically a (bounded, finitely connected)
Jordan region(8). Given a bounded continuous transformation T defined on a Jordan region SR in the w-plane (cf. §1.8), and a non-negative integer k, we define the set &(k, T, SR)-termed the kernel^) of order k of the image of SR under T (see Rado [5, p. 202] )-as the set of those points z for each of which there exists a number e = e(k, z, T, 9?) >0 such that, for every continuous transformation T* defined on SR and satisfying the inequality p(T*, T; SR)<e (cf. §1.9), it is true that N{z, T*, SR) ^fc (cf. §1.10). Clearly a kernel of order k >0 is a subset of every kernel of lower order. Next, we set(10) 00 «(», T, SR) = JIMk, T,W).
This set will be called the kernel of order + oo. Some, or all of the kernels of order k^l may be empty.
1.12. In the z-plane, we now define a function k(z, T, SR)-called the essential multiplicity of the point z in the image of SR under T-as follows (see Rado [5, p. 205] 
(k for iGÄ(i, r.JR) -S(*+ 1, r, SR), k(z, T, 9?) = < _ 14-co for z G «(», r.SR).
Obviously k(z, T, SR) =iV(z, T, SR). While N(z, T, SR) apparently possesses no useful continuity properties, we shall see (cf. §2.5) that k(z, T, SR) is a lower semi-continuous function of its arguments z and T.
1.13. Next, we consider a bounded domain(u) D in the w-plane, and on it a bounded continuous transformation (cf. §1.8)
T: z = t(w), w£0.
If a sequence of Jordan regions SRre is such that (i) SR"CO, and (ii) for every closed set FCD there exists an n0 = n0(F) such that FCSRn for all n>n0, then we shall say that the Jordan regions SRn fill up D from the interior. For such (8) Since the terms region and domain do not seem to possess standardized meanings, we agree on the following terminology. A domain is a connected open set, while a region consists of a connected open set plus its boundary.
(9) For £ = 1 this concept was proposed and studied in Rad6 [lj.
(10) Since our definition of the kernel of a finite order would remain meaningful for k = + x , it is important to note that we use an entirely different definition for the kernel of order + ».
(») See (8).
a sequence of Jordan regions we shall see (cf. §2.6) that the sequence k(z, T, 9Jn) converges for every choice of z, the limit being possibly equal to + oo . The limit is then clearly independent of the choice of the Jordan regions which fill up 3D from the interior. We define k(z, T, V) = lim k(z, T, 9f").
This function k(z, T, D)-termed the essential multiplicity of the point z in the image of <D under T-is fundamental in our work. To state one of our principal results, we need the following concepts.
1.14. Let 9? be a Jordan region comprised in D. Let Cbe one of the boundary curves of 9i and let z be a point in the z-plane. As a point w describes C once in the positive sense with respect to 9?, the point t(w) describes a directed closed continuous curve in the z-plane, which we shall denote by C. We define /i(z, T, C) as the topological index (see Kerekjärto [l] or Rado [5] ) of the point z with respect to C if z is not on C; if z is on C, we put p.(z, T, C) = 0. Finally, if z is not on the image, under T, of the boundary of 9i, we define n{z, T, 9?) =£ju(z, T, C), the summation being extended over all the boundary curves of 9f; we set ju(z, T, 9J) = 0 if z is on the image, under T, of the boundary of 3t.
1.15. If ju(z, T, 9J)?^0, then we shall say that 9f is an indicator region for the point z under T, or briefly, an indicator region (z, T). An indicator system (z, T) of order k is defined as a system of k nonoverlapping indicator regions (z, T).
1.16. Given a point z in the z-plane, let us consider a component of its inverse T~x(z) (cf. §1.8). Such a component may or may not be a continuum (although it is always a closed set relative to D); but if it is, we shall call it a maximal model continuum of z under T in D and we shall denote it generically by <t(z, T). A (t(z, T) will be called essential if every open set which contains it also contains a Jordan region 9? which is an indicator region (z, T) and which contains o(z, T) (necessarily in its interior).
1.17. We have then the fundamental theorem(12) (cf. §2.6): k(z, T, D) is equal to the number of distinct essential maximal model continua of z under T in O.
1.18. Given a bounded continuous transformation T defined on a bounded domain D (cf. §1.13), we define a subset £ = £(T, D) of V as follows. A point w>o£D belongs to £ if w0 itself constitutes an essential maximal model continuum of its image t(w0). We define further a subset J^ = K [(T, O) [March of wo a Jordan region 9t such that w0GSR°(13) and 9? is an indicator region (t(w0), T) (cf. §1.15). From the definition of an indicator region, it follows that p(t(w0), T, 9?) 5= 0. Generally n(t(w0), T, 3i) will depend upon the choice of 9?. We shall see, however, (cf. §2.20) that if w0GJ\[, then there exists a neighborhood 9?o(w0) of w0 such that, for every choice of 9i in %(w0) (as described above), the quantity /i(/(w0), T, 9J) has one and the same value, which we shall denote by j(wo, T), and which we shall call the essential local index. For wo not in we set j(wo, T) =0. By definition then, we have j(w, T) = 0 if w G O -H, j(w, T) ^ 0 if w G H-1.20. A fundamental fact about the essential local index j(w, T) is expressed in the theorem: the set A[*=J^*(r, £)) of those points w where I j(w, T) \ > 1 is always denumerable(u).
It is interesting to observe that the proof of this theorem (cf. § §2.31-2.40) involves an argument whose scope seems to be restricted to the plane-namely, the use of transformations of the form z = wllh, where k is a positive integer. Otherwise it seems to us that our theory applies equally well in ra-dimensional Euclidean space. It would seem that a complete generalization of this theory to w-space may necessitate very fascinating geometrical investigations.
1.21. In § §1.8-1.20 we described the topological facts needed in our work. We turn now to its purely metrical aspects. Given a bounded continuous transformation T defined on a bounded domain O in the w-plane (cf. §1.13), let us choose a point set <B in the w-plane (not necessarily contained in D), which we shall term the base set. Concerning 43 we make the following measurability assumptions:
(i) the set <B is measurable; (ii) for every oriented(15) rectangle R such that i?°CD(16), the set T(R° <B) (cf. §1.8) is a measurable set in the z-plane.
1.22. We may now define a function of rectangles G(R), for all oriented rectangles R such that i?°CO, as follows (17): G(R) = I T(R0-<B)\.
As a matter of fact, G depends upon R, T and <B, and should accordingly be denoted by G(R, T, <B), but we shall use the notation G(R) unless more explicit notation is needed.
1.23. We shall say that T is of bounded variation, with respect to the base set®, in D-briefly, B.V. 'S in D-if there exists a finite constant Msuch that _ £G(s.) < M (u) 9?" denotes the set of interior points of SR.
(") This theorem is a substantial generalization of a theorem in Rad6 [5, . (1S) This theorem shows that our concept of bounded variation is independent of the choice of the axes. In a similar way, further theorems in this paper can be easily shown to guarantee this invariant character for the entire theory.
(19) The abbreviation "a.e." is used consistently for "almost everywhere"-"except on a set of measure zero."
(20) For conciseness, we omit the symbols dudv and dxdy respectively in writing double integrals. In the z-plane, we shall have to integrate solely functions which vanish outside a sufficiently large disk. The range of integration will be then such a disk, and reference to it will be omitted in the formula. 
YJy(w, T) for w E £■ 4V T-\z), if z not in ©(°o, T, £-D*), In particular, the topological transformation formula of §1.32 implies all the results on the transformation of double integrals in the literature of which we are aware (cf. Bibliography). As a matter of fact, very special cases of the preceding results are ample for that purpose. We proceed now to describe such special cases for the purpose of applications to be presented on another occasion. 1.34. Given a bounded domain O in the w-plane, let K2(0) denote the class of all transformations TEKl{<D) (cf. §1.32) for which N(z, T, £<D) = k(z, T, €>) a.e. in the z-plane (cf. § §1.10, 1.13, 1.18). For transformations TEK2(D) we shall see (cf. §4.7) that \j(w) \ =D2(w) a.e. in O (cf. §1.30).
Next, we shall consider the special case when O is the interior £R° of a Jordan region 9? (cf. §4.9). For this case, we shall derive the following theorem: if T is continuous on the Jordan region 9t, if T EK^^"), and if the image of the boundary of di is a set of measure zero, then, for every finite-valued, measurable function H(z) we have (cf. §1.14)
as soon as the integral on the left exists. That is, strong convergence of the generalized Jacobians (cf. §1.30) implies strong convergence of the index functions p. (cf. §1.14). 1.37. We now write the transformation T in the form (cf. §1.8)
and denote by K3(<D) the class of all transformations TEK2{V) (cf. §1.34) for which the ordinary Jacobian J(w, T) =J(u, v, T) =xuyv-xvyu exists a.e. in D.
Note that this is the first time that we refer to the ordinary Jacobian, either in the theorems or in the proofs.
1.38. We have the important theorem (cf. §5.5): if TEK3(<D), then J(w, T) = J{w, T) a.e. in O. This theorem permits us to replace J(w, T) by J(w, T) in the transformation formulas in §1.32 and §1.34. In this fashion we obtain formulas which include all similar results in the literature of which we are aware. We now list some theorems which account for these results.
1.39. Suppose that the functions x(u, v), y(u, v) defining T (cf. §1 . Then T<EKd(<D) (cf. §5.8).
1.40. Suppose that the partial derivatives xu, xv, yu, yv exist and are continuous in O and that the ordinary Jacobian J(w, T) is summable in €>. Then TGK3(0) (cf. §5.9). Then T£K3(0) (cf. §5.7).
1.42. The reader will note that the ordinary Jacobian J(u, v) =xuyv -xvyu appears only in the last few sections, after the general theory has been completed. As far as our theory is concerned, the ordinary Jacobian is entirely irrelevant, and we consider it solely for the purpose of applications to previous literature. This situation leads quite naturally to the question as to whether the ordinary Jacobian is really an essential concept in formulating and studying fundamental problems involving double integrals in analysis and in geometry.
Chapter II. Topological foundations 2.1. In this chapter we shall give concise proofs of the geometrical facts in this theory. Most of these facts have been stated in § §1.8-1.20. In order to verify them, however, we shall find it necessary to use many auxiliary results; for the proofs of these, we refer the reader to the literature, unless we are aware of no simple published proofs.
2.2. Let 3i be a Jordan region in the w-plane (cf. §1.11), and let T be a
continuous transformation denned on SR (cf. 1.8). We state two properties of the kernel of order k (cf. §1.11) needed in the sequel. Lemma 1. Every kernel $(k, T, SR) of finite order is an open set(2i).
Proof (26). If $ is empty, the lemma is trivial. So suppose z£Ä; we assert that every point z* satisfying | z* -z| < e = e(k, z, T, SR) (cf. §1.11) is also in H. Set X = z -z*, e* = e -| \ | ; clearly e* >0. If 7"* be any continuous transformation defined on SR and satisfying p(T*, T; SR) <e* (cf. 1.9), then clearly the The proof is obvious (see Rado [5, p. 205] ).
2.3. We pause to introduce some definitions and notations useful in the sequel. Given a function/(w) defined on some set in the w-plane, and any set E on which it is defined, we denote by M(/, E) the least upper bound of |/(w) | for w£E; we denote by 0(f, E) the least upper bound of \f(w')-f = it(f(w)), wGSR. Clearly the transformation Tt thus defined (cf. §1.8) has the required properties.
2.5. As a corollary to the results in §2.2 and §2.4 and to the definition of the essential multiplicity (cf. §1.12), it follows that k(z, T, SR) is a lower semicontinuous function of z and of 7\27), as asserted in §1.12.
2.6. We turn now to establish the important Theorem. k(z, T, SR) is equal to the number of distinct essential maximal model continua of z under T in SR° (cf. §1.16).
The proof of this theorem will follow (cf. §2.17) from a series of simple facts which we presently state and verify. The reader will easily see that this theorem accounts for all the assertions made in §1.13 and for the fundamental characterization theorem for the essential multiplicity function k(z, T, O)
for a domain <D which is stated in §1.17.
2.7. To approach the proof of the theorem stated in §2.6 (and for later purposes also), we need the following facts concerning the function p(z, T, SR) denned in §1.14. Given a point Zo in the z-plane, define e(zo, T, SR) to be the minimum of \t(w)-z0| for wGSR -SR°(28). Clearly e(z0, T, SR)=0 if and only if ZoGr(SR-SR°) (cf. §1.8). This lemma is an immediate consequence of the theorem of Rouche(2i).
Lemma 3. p(z, T, SR)=0 for z not GT(SR) (see Rado [5, p. 196 ] also for further references). (30) The existence of such a transformation as T* may be inferred as follows. Since every Jordan region is topologically equivalent to a polygonal region of the same connectivity, we may assume that 9t is a polygonal region-that is, a Jordan region each of whose boundary curves is a simple polygon. Given f >0 one may choose a triangulation of 9} so fine that one may define upon 9} a continuous transformation 7f which is linear and biunique in each triangle of the triangulation, and for which p(7>, T; 9f) <f. Clearly © ( « , 7>, 9i) is empty; thus 7> has the desired properties. In view of preceding equalities, the lemma now follows. 2.8. Using Lemma 2 in §2.7 and the definition of an indicator system (z, T) (cf. §1.15), the reader will easily verify the Lemma. If <S be any indicator system (z, T) of order k, then e(z, T, ©) =the minimum of e(z, T, 9J*) for &"?*£©, is positive, (a) For every point z* satisfying I z* -z| <t(z, 7", ©), i/ is true that @ is a/so an indicator system (z*, r) of order k, and ju(z*, T, 9J*)=/u(z, 7\ 9?*) /or every 9t*G®. (0) For eoery continuous transformation T* defined on 9? arei satisfying p(T*, T; 9t* -9?°) <e(z, T, ©) /or eoery 9i*G©, i£ is true that © is aZso an indicator system (z, T*) of order k, and /u(z, T"*, 9?*) =m(z> 9?*) for every 9i*G©.
2.9. Let Zo be any point in the z-plane. The least upper bound of the orders of all indicator systems (z0, T) in 9i° will be denoted by ^(zo, T, 9i°). It follows from Lemma 3 in §2.7 that every indicator region (z0, 7") contains (in its interior) at least one point of T~l(z0) (cf. §1.15). Consequently, in view of the definitions of k(z0, T, 9i) (cf. §1.12), and of an indicator system (z0, 7") (cf. §1.15), it follows from the lemma in §2.8 that ^(z0, T, 9i°) ^k(z0, T, 9f). Fur- 2.10. Assume, for the moment, that z not £©( °o, F, 9t°) (cf. §1.10). Then the point set r_l(z) -9?° is finite; consequently, if wGF_1(z) • 9i°, then there exists a neighborhood 9Jo(w) of w containing no further points of 7"_](z). Now, for every Jordan region 9J* in 9to(w) and containing w in its interior, it follows by Lemma 3 in §2.7 that p(t(w), T,dt*) has the same value, tf p(t(w), T,9i*) 5^0, then clearly w constitutes an essential maximal model continuum of z = t(w) belonging to the set HfT, 9i°) (cf. §1.18). Thus the assertion made in §1.19 regarding points of A[ is now verified for all points wGN for which t(w) is not £©(°°, T, SR0). Further, it is obvious that 0(z, T, 9x°)=A7'(z, T, 7i) in this case (cf. §2.9). But, moreover, we have the
A point z0 not G©(00, T, 9t°) has a finite number of models under Tin 9J°; denote the points of r_1 (z0) (32) For brevity, we write k for k(z, T, 9t) where no misunderstanding is possible.
clearly p(z0, T, %)=j{wi, T) ^0 for j= 1, • • • , k (cf. §1.19), it follows by §1.15 that the k Jordan regions SR, constitute an indicator system (z0, 7") of order k, hence k^k (cf. §2.9). We shall next prove that k^k. In view of the lemma in §2.4, it is sufficient to exhibit, for every e>0, a continuous transformation T, defined on SR for which p(T" 7,;9?)<eand N(z0, 7\, SR0) S k. One 2.11. Surveying the remarks in § §2.9, 2.10 and the lemma in §2.10, we observe that the theorem stated in §2.6 is now established in the special case when z not G@(00 > T, SR0).
2.12. Given a continuous transformation T defined on a Jordan region 91 (cf. §1.8). Let t be any positive number, and z0 any point of the z-plane; denote by G = G(t, z0, T, 9?) the set of all points wGSR0 for which | t(w) -z0| <t.
Clearly 7"_1(zo) CZG. Since G is an open set, it is the sum of at most a denumerable number of mutually exclusive components, which we shall denote generically by g = g{r, Zo, T, 9i). Each set g is a connected open set; denote by g the set g plus all its boundary points. Clearly \t(w) -z0| =r for w£(£ -g)-9t°; thus, if w0 be a point of g-g for which |/(w0)-z0| <f, it follows that woG9f-9?°.
2.13. Lemma 1. Assume that z0 not G<5(00, 7", 9?°). If gbe any component of G = G(t, z0, T, $1) for which \t(w)-z0\ =r for wGf-g and N(z0, T, g)>0, then there exists a simply connected Jordan region SR* Cg and a continuous transformation T* defined on 9?* and satisfying the following conditions: (i) p(7"*, T; SR*-SR0*) =0; (ii) p(r*, T; SR*) <2r; (iii) N(z0, T, g-SR0*) =0; (iv)N(z0, T*, SR*) = N{z0, r*. 9i°*) = l.
Proof. Our assumptions imply that there exists a simply connected Jordan region SR*Cg which contains the set 7"_I(zo)g in its interior. Map 9?* onto the closed unit disk SR* with center at the origin in the w-plane by a biunique and continuous transformation given by w=/(w), wG9i* (cf. Kerekjärto Using the fact that WoGSR -SR° (cf. §2.12), the reader may construct the proof by methods similar to those used in the proof of Lemma 1.
2.14. Lemma. t(z, T, SR0) = K(z, T, SR) (cf. § §1.12, 2.9). Proof. Set t = £e(z0, T, SR*) (cf. §2.7); clearly t>0. Consider the set G* =G(t, z0, r, SR SR*) (cf. §2.12). Since it is clear that G*G®0S, it follows that but a finite number of the components of G* contain points of T~1(z0)-denote these components by gi, • • • , gk-Since \ t(w)-z0\ =r>0 for w£gi-g< and for i=\, ■ ■ ■ , k (cf. §2.12), it follows that one may choose in each gi a Jordan region SRi containing the set T~l(z0) gi in its interior. By Lemma 5 in §2.7 it follows that p(z0, T, SR*) =Zf.1M(z0, T, SR,-). Now since ju(so, T, SR*) 5^0 (cf. §1.15), it follows that for some SR,--denote it by SR/-p.(z0, T, SR/)?^0.
Clearly SR/ is an indicator region (z0, T) with the required property. 2.17. In view of the results in § §2.9, 2.14, 2.16 the theorem stated in §2.6 is now proven. Moreover, from the definitions of k(z, T, SR) (cf. §1.12) and of k(z, T, SR°) (cf. §1.13), we have, using the theorem in §2.6, the following Compatibility theorem. k(z, T, SR) = k(z, T, SR°).
2.18. In the sequel we shall assume that T is a bounded continuous transformation defined on a bounded domain O in the w-plane (cf. §1.13). Then k(z, T, O) (cf. §1.13) possesses the following strong lower semi-continuity properties.
Theorem.
Given a sequence of domains On which will fill up O from the interior^), and a sequence of continuous transformations Tn defined on On and such that, for every closed set Fin O it is true that lim p(Tn, T; F) =0. Then, for every z, lim inf k(z, Tn, On) ^ k(z, T, O). 2.20. The assertions made in §1.19 now follow as a corollary to the lemma in §2.19. Moreover, we may now introduce a general local index as follows: If cr(z, T) be any essential maximal model continuum which has a neighborhood free of points belonging to other essential maximal model continua of z under T, then the quantity li(z, T, SR) is independent of the choice of an indicator region SR for z under T in this neighborhood (36) by the preceding lemma; we denote its value by j*(cr, 7"). Clearly, if w be any point of 7^(7", 3D) (cf.
§1.18)-that is, if w constitutes an essential maximal model continuum cr-■ then j*(<r, T) =j(w, T) (cf. §1.19). Thus the general local index coincides with the essential local index on the set NfT, 3D). It is quite interesting to observe that, while the general local index is topologically and aesthetically more beautiful, it is the essential local index which plays the fundamental role in our applications (cf. Chapter IV). This happens, of course, because of metric assumptions (cf. Chapter IV) which reduce the essential maximal model continua which do not consist of single points to insignificance.
But one interesting and enlightening fact concerning the general local index is contained in the Theorem. If SR be any Jordan region in 3D containing but a finite number of essential maximal model continua crx(z, T), ■ ■ ■ , crt(z, 7") and for which e(z, T, SR)>0 (cf §2.7), then p(s, T, SR) T). But by Lemma 5 in §2.7 it follows that fi(z, T, SR) =2~l\-iV-(z, T, SRf). Thus ju(z, T, SR) =Z*-ii*(<r«'» T), and the theorem is proven. 2.21. The following corollary to the results in §2.20 will be useful in the applications of our theory (cf. Chapter IV).
Theorem. Given a bounded continuous transformation T defined on a Jordan region SR (cf. §1.8). Let E be any set in the z-plane satisfying the conditions: (i) |E-äO, T,SR)| =0;(ii) |£-r(SR-S)i°)| =0;(iii) k(z, T, SR) = at(z, r,£-SR°)
o.e. on E. Thenp(z, T, SR) = f(z, T, SR°) a.e. on E (cf. § §1.10-1.14, 1.31).
Proof. In view of the assumptions, for almost every point zG£ it is true that k(z, T, SR)=7Y(z, T, £■ SR°)< + «, and that e(z, T, SR)>0 (cf. §2.7). For such points, we have v(z, T, SR°) =Zi(w> T) for w££-SR°-T~l(z) by definition. On the other hand, every maximal model continuum which is essential for such a point z (cf. §1.16) consists of a single point which is clearly in 7\ [ (cf. §1.18) . In view of the facts stated in §2.20, the theorem is now obvious. 2.22. For the applications (cf. Chapter IV) we shall need to know that the sets E(T, 3D) and K(T, 2D) (cf. §1.18) are Borel sets, and that the function j(w, T) (cf. §1.19) is a Baire function. We proceed to develop point-set identities which will reveal these facts (cf. § §2.23-2.26).
2.23. Let n be any positive integer, m any integer. Denote by Em,n the set of all points w£0 for each of which there exists a Jordan region 9iC2D satisfying the following conditions:
(i) wG9i°; (ii) 9? is contained in the open disk with center w and radius 1/w; (iii) n(t(w), T, 9?) =m. From Lemma 2 in §2.7 it follows that Em,n is an open set. Clearly Em,nZjEm,n+i for n = 1, 2, • ■ ■ .
The reader will easily verify that E(T, o)=ni Em,n.
n=l 77*^0 2.24. For purposes in the sequel, we need another tool which we now introduce. Given a bounded domain 2D in the w-plane, choose an oriented (37) square Q containing 3D in its interior. Let DVj denote a subdivision of Q into pj congruent (oriented) squares s, where pj is the jth positive prime. If, now, w be any point in 3D, it follows that there exists ajo=io (w) such that, for every j>jo the point w is comprised in the interior of some square of DPj (see Rado [5, p. 197] ). Further, if Hm = Hm(T, 2D), m^O, denotes the set of points toGD where j(w, T)=m (cf. §1.19), then the reader will easily show that (") See (4). Hm(T, £>) = U-II Em,n, m^O.
71=1
In view of the point-set identities in § §2.23, 2.25 and 2.26, the assertions made in §2.22 are true. 2.27. Given a set E in the z-plane, we shall denote by g(z, E) its characteristic function-that is, the function whose value is 1 for z£72 and 0 otherwise. Obviously g(z, E) is a measurable function of z if and only if 73 is a measurable set.
2.28. The reader will verify without difficulty that, if E be any set in the w-plane, then (cf. § §1.10, 2.24)
Consequently N(z, T, E G) is a measurable function of z whenever the set T(s"-E) is measurable
for every choice of the square s such that s°CD (cf. §2.27). 2.31. We have yet to establish the fact that the set }{* defined in §1.20
If E be any Borel set in the w-plane, then s°-E is a Borel set for
(3S) Since, in later chapters, we consider only transformations which satisfy certain metric restrictions, we could very well do without this general theorem on the measurability of the continuous image of a Borel set. Proof. For k = \ the lemma is obvious, since then f(w) =t(w), w£6 (cf. §2.31); consequently 0(f, S)=0(/, S). So assume that k>l.
It is now convenient to consider two cases. I. First, assume that (1) M(t, <£) > 20(t, (5).
Consider the continuous transformation T defined by z = t(w), w(EE (cf. §1.8). It is clear that 7\S) is contained in a closed disk 3) of radius 0(t, (E) whose center is at a distance exceeding 20(t, S) from the origin in the z-plane. Hence z = 0 is exterior to 3) and we have a single-valued continuous kth root of z in 3) which we denote by g(z), z£3). Clearly g(t(w)), w£(5, is a singlevalued continuous kth root of t(w) on S. Thus g(t(w)) = af(w), w££, where a is a fob. root of unity; hence it is clear that 0(f, S) = 0(g, T(&))^0(g, 3)). Now g(z) is an analytic function of z in 3) and therefore we have, for any two points z', z" in 3), (2) g{z") -g(z') = J" g'(z)<fa,
where the path of integration may be chosen as a straight segment joining z' and z". Evidently
In view of (1), (2), (3) (41) Indeed, since every simply connected Jordan region is topologically equivalent to a bounded convex region, this result is also true for any simply connected Jordan region. Consequently the results in § §2.35, 2.36, 2.37 are true for any simply connected Jordan region, but we do not need this fact.
(42) \\re use here the so-called monodromy theorem (see Kerekjärtö [l, p. 175] ).
sists of a single point w"GSR°; (iii) /j(0, Tn, SR) = ±k, k>0. Then t(w) possesses a single-valued continuous kth root f(w) on SR.
Proof. In view of the assumptions on the Tn it follows by the lemma in §2.34 that each tn(w) possesses a single-valued continuous kth root fn{w) on SR. Since lim p(T", T; SR)=0, it follows that the functions t"(w) are uniformly bounded(43) and equi-continuous (44) on SR. Using the lemma in §2.33 one shows that the functions f"(w) are also uniformly bounded and equi-continuous on SR. It follows then, by the theorem of Arzelä, that there exists a subsequence of the fn(w) which converges uniformly to a (continuous) function/(w) on SR. Since fn(w)k = t"(w) for every n, it follows that f(w)k = t(w), wGSR. That is, f(w) is a single-valued continuous kth root of t(w) on SR.
2.36. Lemma. Let T be a continuous transformation defined on a bounded convex region SR in the w-plane. Assume that z = 0 is a point of the z-plane having exactly one essential maximal model continuum under T in SR, and this consists of a single point w0GSR° for which j(wa, T) = ±k, k>0 (cf. §1.19). Then there exists a r >0 such that k(z, T, SR) ^ k for every z satisfying 0 < | z| <t.
Proof. Since k(0, T, SR) = 1 (cf. §2.6), it follows from the definition of k (4S) The sequence of functions }n(w) is said to be uniformly bounded on 8f if there exists a finite constant M such that M(J", 8J) <M for every n.
(44) The sequence of functions fn{w) is said to be equi-continuous on SR if, for every e>0, there exists a S = 5(e) >0 such that 0(5, /", SR) < e for every n.
[March of <Ti in SR such that gi(w) 5^0 for wGSRi. Let SR; be any indicator region (z,-, 7*) (cf. §1.15) such that <r;CSRiC9(i; for i=l, • ■ ■ , k. We have the identity t(w) -z0 = (f(w) -Zi)gi(w), w E SR.
Thus, by Lemma 1 and Lemma 3 in §2.7 it follows that p(z0, T, SR,) = /u(Zj, 7*, SR,) for *=1, • • • , k. Thus each ert-is also an essential maximal model continuum (z0, 7") in SR°-that is, k(z0, T, SR)3:&, as asserted.
2.37. Lemma. Let T be a continuous transformation defined on a bounded convex region SR in the uu-plane. Assume that Zo is a point of the z-plane having exactly one essential maximal model continuum under T in SR, and this consists of a single point WoESR°/or which j(w0, T) = ±k, k>0. Then there exists a t>0 suchthat k(z, T, dt)^kfor every z satisfying 0 < | z -z01 <t.
Proof. Consider the transformation To defined by the relation z = t0(w) = t(w)-Zo, wESR, and apply the lemma in §2.36.
2.38. Now let T be a bounded continuous transformation defined on a bounded domain 3D in the ro-plane (cf. §1.8). Given a positive integer k, define, for every square s such that s°(Z'D, the set V{k, s) to be the set of all points z having the following properties:
(i) z possesses exactly one essential maximal model continuum o-(z, T) in 5; (ii) cr(z, T) consists of a single point wEs°;
(hi) j(w, T)=+k(c{. §1.19). It follows immediately from the lemma in §2.37
that V(k, s), for k>\, is an isolated set, and hence denumerable. Next, let V(k, O) denote the set of all points z for each of which there exists a point wEiH-T~x{z) (cf. §1.18) for which the essential index j(w, T)=+k. The reader will easily verify the identity (cf. §2.24) Thus the image of 7n(* under T is a denumerable set. 2.40. Now, for every point z, the set N.* • 7"_1(z) is clearly an isolated set. But obviously we have since 7^*C2"_1(F) by the lemma in §2.39. Since V contains at most a denumerable number of points, so does 7^*; thus the important fact stated in §1.20 is established.
Chapter III. Metric foundations 3.1. We state first a few facts concerning functions of rectangles (45) for all such sequences {sj}, is the upper derivative F'(wo). The lower derivative is defined in a similar way. These derivatives may be equal to + oo. They are always measurable. If the upper and lower derivatives are finite and equal at a point w0, then their common value is the derivative F'(wo) of F(R) at the point Wo.
3.3. Let 5 be a closed square comprised in D, and let Si, ■ ■ ■ , sm be a sys-(") Let us state again (see (4)) that we consider only rectangles having sides parallel to the respective axes.
(46) The facts listed in § §3.1-3.5 are not stated in exactly the same form in which the reader finds them in Banach [l] ,but in a form convenient for our purposes. However, the necessary modifications in the proofs of Banach are quite obvious (see Rad6 [5, p. 192] for further remarks on this subject).
T. RADÖ AND P. REICHELDERFER
[March tem of closed squares without common interior points contained in S. We say that F(R) is of type A if the following conditions are satisfied (47): (i) F(s)>:0 for every square sCO;
(ii) 2Z?=iF(si) = for every system of squares S, Si, ■ ■ ■ , sm as described above.
If F(R) is of type A, then its derivative F'(w) exists a.e. in D and is summable in every rectangle RdO. In view of the lemma of Fatou (48), (4), (5), (6) imply our assertion. 3.6. Let us consider now a transformation (cf. §1.13)
T: z = t(w), w G O.
(") This type of rectangle functions is not considered explicitly by Banach, but his methods (see Banach [l ] ) yield easily the desired results.
(48) The lemma of Fatou may be stated as follows. Let *" ä 0, * äg 0 be measurable functions on a bounded measurable set s. Suppose that (i) *" is summable on s; (ii) *"->$ a.e. on 5; (iii) lim inf /s*» <+ 00 ■ Then * is also summable on s, and /s*Slim inf /s$". See, for instance, Since t(w) is bounded by assumption, the set T(<D) is contained in some finite open circular disc A in the z-plane. Let there be given, in the w-plane, a base set 43 with the measurability properties described in §1.21. 3.7. If £ is a set comprised in €>, we shall use the symbol(49) A(E, k) to denote the set of those points z for which N(z, E) = k. We have then the identity (cf. §2.24) ».DPj-,8»CO J_>°°T he verification of these simple facts is left to the reader. 3.8. Since g(z, r(s°-43)) is, by assumption, measurable for every s°CD, it follows from (11) that N(z, 0-43) is measurable for every open set 0CO-As a consequence, the sets ,4(0-43, k) (cf. §3.7) are measurable. 3.9. Take now any closed set CCD, and put 0 = 0-C. We have then N(z, <D-<S) = N{z, C-<B)+N(z, 0-43). In view of §3.8, it follows that N(z, C -43) is measurable on the complement of the set A (D -43, + °°). Hence, if this latter set is of measure zero, then it follows that N(z, C-43) is measurable for every closed set CCD.
3.10. Now let E be any measurable set comprised in D. We can write £ = e+r, where eT = 0, |e| =0, and r=^7"1CJ, where C1CC2C ■ • ■ CC,-C ■ ■ • and every C,-is a closed set. We have then (**) Since the transformation T is fixed throughout this chapter, we shall delete the argument T from the notations introduced in Chapter I; for example, we write N{z, E) instead of N(z, T, E). Then (cf. §1.22)^i
Since T is B.V. 43 in D, the summation on the right side of this equality is less than a fixed finite constant independent of /. Hence, by the lemma of Fatou (60) It follows by integration from (10) that the rectangle function G*(R) -G(R) is also of type A, and hence that its derivative exists a.e. in D. Con- (8), (9), (11), (12) 3.15. Lemma. Suppose T is B.V. <B in O. Let E be a measurable set in the z-plane, such that N(z, 0 <B) =0 a.e. on E. Then D(w) =0 a.e. on the set T~l(E).
Proof. Since T(0) is a bounded set contained in a finite open disc A (cf. §3.6), clearly T~1(E) = r_1(A-E).
Hence we can assume that E itself is bounded. Take (7) imply therefore the following The function Hn(t(w) ) is continuous in 33, D(w) is measurable in 33, and hence our assertion will be proved if we can show that Now (13) holds a.e. on O -E, since there Hn(t(w))-^H(t(w)) and 73(w) exists a.e. in 43. On E, we have D(w) =0 a.e. by Corollary a in §3.16, and hence (13) holds there also. We wish to show that T is A.C. 43 in <D.
Proof. Take Since all the functions involved are non-negative, the desired result follows by the lemma of Fatou(51).
3.30. Let, finally, £ be a measurable set in D, while H(z) is a finite-valued, measurable function, and such that one of the two integrals 4.3. Given a rectangle R such that Ä'CD, we define g2(z, R) as the characteristic function of the set T(E ■ 7?°)-that is, of the set where N(z, £ ■ 7?°) 5^ 0; we define g3(z, R) as the characteristic function of the set where k{z, R°) j^O (cf. §1.13). We introduce then the rectangle functions (M) Gi(R) = jj gi(z, R), G2(R) = ff g2(z, R) = i T(E-B9) |,
In case N(z, £ D) is summable, we define Gf(R) = fftt(z, E-R°).
In case k(z, D) is summable, we define G3*(R) = jj k(z, R°).
The derivatives of these rectangle functions, if they exist, will be denoted by Di(w), D2(w), D3(w), D*(w), D3(w) respectively.
We define also a general- We have then, by §1.17, cp,-(z) ^ k(z, 7?°) g k(z, D) and, whenever k(z, D) < + • and hence a.e., <p,-(z)-*iV(z, £-R°). These last two relations guarantee termwise integrability of the sequence </>,(z) and we obtain (28) E G3*(s) --» f f £-7?°) = G2*(7?).
We have therefore, by §3.5, D3*(w) ^ Gf(R).
II
Since this holds for every rectangle, and thus, in particular, for every square, in D, it follows that D3*(w) ^D2*(w) a.e. in <D. Since clearly G2*(7?) ^G3*(R) (cf. §4.3), we also have D2*(w) S=7?3*(w) a.e. in D. Hence D2*(w) =D3*(w) a.e. in D. Furthermore, since clearly G2(7?) ^G3(7?) ^G3*(7?), the upper and lower derivatives (cf. §3.2) of G3(7?) are comprised a.e. between D2(w) and D3*(w). Since we already know that D2(w) =D*(w) =D3*(w) a.e. in D, it follows that D3(w) exists a.e. in D and is equal to D2(w) a.e. in D. Summing up, we have D3*{w) =D2*(w) =D2(w) =D3(w) a.e. in D, as asserted. The inequality gi(z, R)^N(z, £-R°) yields, by integration,
Since T is A.C. £ in V, we have, by §3.20 and §3.14, Proof. Since 7V(z, £-<D)^k(z, V), it follows first, by §3.11, that Tis B.V. £ in fD, and hence D2(w) and J(w) =j(w)D2(w) exist a.e. in <D (cf. § §3.13, 4.3).
Let now w0 be a point such that D2(wo) and J(wo) exist and D2(w0) ¥=■ \ J(wa) \. Then surely D2(w0) 9*0 and j(wo)^ + 1. Except for points which belong to a set of measure zero, these conditions imply that w0C£ (since D2(w)=0 a.e. on D -£ by §3.17), and that w0 is not in 7\J (since j(w) = +1 on J\[ except for a denumerable set, by §1.20). Hence w0E.£-H-But T(£ -jSj is a subset of the set of those points z where k(z, D) = + °o (cf. §1.18). This latter set being of measure zero (since n(z, V) is summable), it follows by §3.16 that D2(w) =0 a.e. on £ -7^. Since D2(wo) 5*0, the lemma follows. Hence, using §4. 4.11. We proceed now to prove the closure theorem (cf. §1.35) for the class 7^2(0). Using the assumptions and notations of §1.35 let us take a Jordan region 9}CD. By assumption(S6) (56) Of course, tn{w) will be defined in dt only if n is sufficiently large. In the course of the proof, the subscript n refers to the transformation Tn. For example, £" = £(Tn, <D"). 4.12. We shall need the following well-known theorems in Lebesgue theory. Let £ be a bounded measurable set in the z-plane. Let/"(z),/(z) be summable functions on £, such that /n(z)->/(z) a.e. in £. Let us say that the 4.14. We proceed now to prove the theorem of §1.36. Using the notations and assumptions of that theorem, we first note that n{z, Tn, dt)->n(z, T, 9i)
a.e. in the z-plane. Indeed, this holds if z is not in T(dt -3?°) (cf. §2.7), and we have | 7\9? -9J°) | =0 by assumption. We note also that all the functions p{z, Tn, 9?), u(z, T, 9?) are equal to zero outside of a conveniently chosen circular disc (cf. §3.6). In view of §4.13 it is therefore sufficient to prove that ff |M(Z, r,j)^|J |M(z, r,9i)
Let E denote the set of those points wG9i° for which t(w) is a point of r(9?-9?°). Since |r(9J-9f°)| =0 by assumption, it follows by §3.16 that J(w) =0 a.e. on E. Choosing 77(z) as the function(58) sgn p(z, T, 9?), and 77"(z) as the function sgn p(z, Tn, 9i), we have, for any fixed z not in T(dt -9i°), the relation 77"(z) =77(z) for large values of n (cf. §2.7). Thus 77"(z)->77(z) a.e. in the z-plane. But a much stronger relation holds. Indeed, let z0 be any point (6S) If a is a real number, then sgn a = +l, -1, 0 according as a>0, a<0, a = 0.
We assume that the partial derivatives xu, Xv, Ju, yv exist a.e. in D, and we denote the ordinary Jacobian by J(w) = /(«, v) = xuyv -xvyu.
5.2. Let Wo = Uo+iv0 (cf. §1.8) be a point of <D and let {sn} be a sequence of closed squares comprised in D. We shall say that the point Wo and the sequence {sn} jointly satisfy the condition C({s"}, Wo) if the following facts By a wholly elementary reasoning(59), we obtain the following statements concerning the relation between T and T.
Let us denote by z0 the point T(w0) = f(w0). I. Suppose, first, that J(w0)r*0. For brevity, denote r(sn) by f". Then 5rB is a parallelogram with center at z0. Since t is an affine transformation, we have (38) Tn I = I J(W0) \ \sn\
As a consequence of condition C({s"}, w0), there exist two parallelograms ir"', ir"" each with center at z0 and each similar to tt" with respect to z0 (see Figure 1) , for which the following statements hold. If <r" denotes the closed strip bounded by the perimeters of 7r"' and 7r"", and if b" denotes the perimeter of sn then License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
